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In the helically-symmetric experiment (HSX) stellarator device, the plasma is both

produced and heated by use of electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) at the 2nd

harmonic X-mode resonance. This heating configuration generates a nonthermal energetic

electron population. The HSX device is the first of a new generation of stellarators that

exploit the concept of quasi-symmetric magnetic fields. Herein, we report on the first

experimental evidence of fast-electron-driven Global Alfven Eigenmode (GAE). This mode

has previously been observed in both tokamaks and stellarators but it was always driven by

energetic ions, not electrons. This instability is observed for quasi-helically symmetric HSX

plasmas. Measurements presented in this paper provide two new results; (1) fast electrons can

drive the GAE instability, and (2) quasi-symmetry makes a difference by better confining the

particles that drive the instability as compared to the conventional stellarator configuration.

We report on several features of this fluctuation. It is a coherent, m=1 mode that

exhibits both electromagnetic and electrostatic components that are directly measured in the

plasma core and edge. Magnetic field fluctuations are measured using external Mirnov coils

while interferometry and Langmuir probes diagnostics are employed to measure

perturbations in the plasma electron density and potential. Fluctuations are observed in the

frequency range of 20-120 kHz and scale with ion density and mass according to

expectations for Alfvenic modes. The mode is observed to be global and is present in quasi-

helically symmetric HSX plasmas. When quasi-helical symmetry is broken, fast electron

confinement deteriorates and the mode is no longer observed.  Theory predicts a GAE mode

in the gap below the Alfven continua can be excited in the frequency range of the measured

fluctuations. By employing a biased electrode inserted into the plasma, flows can be

generated. Under these conditions, the Alfvenic mode amplitude is increased and the

fluctuation is even observed in the conventional stellarator configuration. The relation

between mode amplitude, flows and growth rates will be explored.  Supported by U.S.D.O.E.
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Self-consistent Simulations of the Interaction between Fusion Alpha

Particles and Lower Hybrid Waves in a Tokamak

M. Schneider1, L.-G. Eriksson1, F. Imbeaux1

1 Association EURATOM-CEA, CEA/DSM/DRFC, CEA-Cadarache,

F-13108 St. Paul lez Durance, France

In order to utilise steady-state and hybrid scenarios in a future reactor based on the tokamak

concept, it is important to have a capability to control the current profile. One of the leading

candidates for off-axis current profile control is Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD). How-

ever, an important issue for the viability of LHCD in a reactor is the parasitic absorption by

fast alpha particles. Simulations based on a simplified Fokker-Planck model for the fast ions

indicate that the absorption could be appreciable [1], especially for LH frequencies below 5

GHz.

To simulate the alpha particle absorption of LH waves accurately is a difficult problem. A

number of effects must be taken into account in addition to the wave induced velocity space

diffusion. These include finite orbit width effects, the energy distribution of the alpha particle

source, and LH wave induced spatial transport of the alpha particles. Owing to the limited

penetration of the LH waves in a high density reactor plasma,it is particularly important to

take into account accurately finite orbit width effects, which strongly influence the radial extent

of the alpha distribution in the outer region of the plasma where the LH waves penetrate.

Furthermore, the distribution function of the alpha particles and the LH wave propagation

must be solved self consistently.

To this end, the orbit following Monte Carlo code SPOT, designed to simulate fast ion

dynamics, has recently been augmented with Monte Carlo operators representing resonant

interactions between RF waves and fast ions. Furthermore, SPOT has been coupled self-

consistently to the LH ray-tracing code DELPHINE. This paper provides a brief description

of the operators and the procedure used for the SPOT/DELPHINE coupling. Results from a

number of simulations for parameters representative of different ITER scenarios are presented.

In particular, the alpha particle absorption of LH waves is assessed for a standard H-mode sce-

nario, a hybrid scenario and a steady-state scenario with a current hole.

References

[1] E.Barbato and A. Saveliev, Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion46 (2004) 1283-1297.
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Relaxation of Fusion Alpha Distributions in Tritium NBI Experiments

V. Yavorskij1,2, V. Kiptily3, C. Challis3, V. Goloborod’ko1,2, G. Gorini4, N. Hawkes3,
S. Reznik1,2, K. Schoepf 1, S. Sharapov3, D. Stork3, I. Voitsekhovitch3 and contributors to the

JET-EFDA workprogramme*

1Association EURATOM-OEAW, Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Innsbruck, Austria
2Institute for Nuclear Research, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kiev, Ukraine

3Euratom/UKAEA Fusion Association, Culham Science Centre, Abingdon, OX14 3DB, UK
4EURATOM-ENEA-CNR Association, Istituto di Fisica del Plasma, Milan, Italy

The main difference among fusion alphas born in thermal-thermal, beam-thermal and
beam-beam DT reactions is the significant energy broadening as well as the anisotropy
induced by non-thermal reactants. JET experiments dedicated to detect these peculiarities
were performed with blips of tritium NBI into deuterium plasmas, with and without
deuterium NBI. Measurements of the decay of γ-rays (emitted in interactions of fusion-born
alpha particles with beryllium impurity ions present in the plasma) after a tritium NBI blip
into the deuterium plasma demonstrated higher rates of the γ-decay rates in current hole and
in low current discharges [1-3] while some monotonic high current discharges demonstrated
anomalously slow γ-decay [3]. These higher rates were attributed to a reduced quality of
alpha-particle confinement resulting from Fokker-Plank modelling [3].  In the present paper
we extend this model, incorporating first orbit loss and convective radial transport of alphas
[3], by accommodating the effects of anisotropy and of alpha-source broadening in energy.
Furthermore we consider the effect of alpha losses induced by pitch-angle scattering, and also
investigate the relaxation of alpha distributions as dependent on the position in the plasma
cross section. The latter is important for the purposes of the envisaged multichannel γ-ray
diagnostics of fast ions in JET and in ITER. For both beam-thermal and beam-beam fusion
spectra, modelling results demonstrate a significant dependence of the relaxation of the alpha
distribution on the spatial position in the plasma cross section. This dependence becomes
even more essential in the case of low current  and  current  hole plasmas due to the enhanced

effect of first orbit loss
like shown in Fig.1.
Accounting of the
beam-beam alphas
helps to explain the
anomalously slow γ-
decay rates observed in
some higher current
(I≥2MA) plasmas with
monotonic q-profile
and thus yields
satisfactory agreement
of the modelling with
JET measurements [1].

[1]  V. G. KIPTILY, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 115001 (2004)
[2]  D. STORK, et al., 20th IAEA Fusion Energy Conference, Vilamoura, 2004, paper OV/4-1
[3]  V.A. YAVORSKIJ, et al., ibid, paper TH/P4-4
* See the Appendix of J.Pamela et al., Fusion Energy 2004 (Proc. 20th Int. Conf. Vilamoura, 2004) IAEA,

Vienna (2004)
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Modelling of Power Fluxes during Thermal QuenhesC. Konz, D.P. Coster, K. Lakner, G. Pautasso, and the ASDEX Upgrade TeamMax-Plank Institute for Plasma Physis, 85748 Garhing, GermanyEURATOM AssoiationPlasma disruptions, i.e. the sudden loss of magneti on�nement, are unavoidable, atleast oasionally, in present day and future tokamaks. The expeted energy uxes tothe plasma faing omponents (PFCs) during disruptions in ITER lie in the range of tensof GW=m2 for timesales of about a milliseond. Sine high energy uxes an ausesevere damage to the PFCs, their design heavily depends on the spatial and temporaldistribution of the energy uxes during disruptions.We investigate the nature of power uxes during the thermal quenh phase of disrup-tions by means of numerial simulations with the B2 SOLPS uid ode. Based on anASDEX Upgrade shot, steady-state pre-disruption equilibria are generated whih arethen subjeted to a simulated thermal quenh by arti�ially enhaning the perpendiulartransport in the ion and eletron hannels. The enhaned transport oeÆients followthe Rehester and Rosenbluth model (1978) for ergodi transport in a tokamak with de-stroyed ux surfaes, i.e. � ;D � onst: � T 5=2 where the onstants di�er by the squareroot of the mass ratio for ions and eletrons. By varying the steady-state neutral puÆngrate we an modify the divertor onditions in terms of plasma temperature and density.Our numerial �ndings indiate that the disruption harateristis depend on the pre-disruptive divertor onditions.We study the timesales and the spatial distribution of the divertor power uxes. Thesimulated disruptions show rise and deay timesales in the range observed at ASDEXUpgrade. The deay timesale for the entral eletron temperature of � 800�s is typialfor non-ITB disruptions.Varying the divertor onditions we �nd a distint transition from a regime with symmet-ri power uxes to inboard and outboard divertors to a regime where the bulk of thepower ux goes to the outboard divertor. This asymmetry in the divertor peak uxes forthe high puÆng ase is aompanied by a time delay between the outboard and inboarddivertor heat pulses.Our simulations show a strong variation of the width of the power deposition pro�lewith the pre-disruptive divertor onditions. In the experiment, power deposition pro-�les broaden signi�antly during plasma disruptions. Within the sope of our transportmodel in B2, this behaviour is found for the ases with low densities, while pro�le widthshange only little for the ases with strong neutral puÆng. Further investigation, bothexperimental and theoretial, is needed for a better understanding of the thermal quenhphase of disruptions.
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Transient transport analysis of improved confinement plasmas in LHD 

Katsumi Ida and the LHD experimental group 

National Institute for Fusion Science 

322-6 Oroshi, Toki, 509-5292, Japan 

 In LHD, the thermal diffusivity depends on temperature rather than on the temperature 

gradient, which is in contrast to tokamaks in which the dependence on the temperature 

gradient is stronger. Therefore the thermal diffusivity driven by transient transport with 

heat propagation is similar to the steady state transport analysis given by the so-called 

power balance analysis in LHD. The transient transport analysis, as well as the steady-state 

transport analysis have been done for the plasmas with improved confinement in LHD using 

cold pulse propagation with a plastic pellet, heat propagation with modulated ECH and 

transport analysis between repetitive pellets. There are two types of improved modes 

observed in LHD. One is an electron internal transport barrier (ITB), which is characterized 

by peaked electron temperature profiles associated with the transition from ion root 

(negative Er) to electron root (positive Er) when electron cyclotron heating is applied to a low 

density NBI plasma. The other is a pellet enhanced confinement mode, which is 

characterized by a peaked electron density profile and a high global energy confinement time 

(1.5 times that for a gas puff discharge) sustained by repetitive pellets in the high density 

regime. Both the steady-state and transient transport analysis applied to these improved 

modes clearly show a significant reduction of thermal diffusivity, in the central region (r/a < 

0.3) for the ITB plasmas, and near the edge for the pellet enhanced mode. The temperature 

and temperature gradient dependence of the thermal diffusivity are investigated at the 

formation of the electron-ITB.  A negative temperature dependence of the thermal 

diffusivity is observed inside the electron-ITB, while it has a positive dependence for the 

pellet enhanced mode. The role of rational surfaces on transport is also discussed for these 

confinement improved mode plasmas.  
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Analysis of metallic impurity density profiles in low collisionality JET H-mode 
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Istituto di Fisica del Plasma- CNR-EURATOM , I-20125Milano, Italy. 

 
Experiments on various machines (JET [1], AUG [2], Alcator C-Mod [3]) have shown 
that impurity transport is at various degrees sensitive to the injection of centrally 
deposited RF additional power. Electron heating appears to increase impurity 
transport anomaly more effectively than ion heating [2]. The physics underlying the 
overall phenomenology as well as the relationship between impurities and main 
particles transport still lacks an explanation and is the subject of a growing interest. 
Clearly, a means to control and avoid impurity accumulation represents an interesting 
perspective. 
This contribution reports about JET NBI heated, low collisionality (v*~0.1 @ ρ=0.5), 
H-mode discharges in which, following  laser blow off injection,  Ni ions feature a 
different behaviour depending on whether additional Ion Cyclotron Heating is applied  
in Minority Heating  (MH, power to ions)  or in Mode Conversion (MC, comparable 
power density but to electrons). In the former case the soft X-rays (SXR) emissivity 
profiles are considerably more peaked than in the latter one. The transport analysis 
carried out by means of a 1-D impurity transport code reconstructing SXR profiles 
and the time evolution of Ni line brightnesses shows that in MC shots the diffusion of 
Ni ions is relatively high (DNi ~ 1 m2 s-1) throughout the minor radius and the central 
pinch velocity is outward. In the MH shots, instead , for ρ ≤ 0.2 diffusion is DNi ~ 0.1 
m2 s-1,  not far from the neoclassical level, and the pinch velocity is inward. The Ni 
density profiles, extrapolated to the steady state, are therefore slightly hollow in the 
first case (MC) and  strongly peaked in the second one (MH), even though in the latter 
shots ICRH was more centrally deposited. A similar difference is not found in the 
experimental electron density profiles. 
The predictions of impurity transport generated by ion temperature gradient (ITG) and 
trapped electron modes (TEM) are compared with the experimental results. 
Calculations with the gyrokinetic code GS2 [4] show that the impurity flux at zero 
density gradient is directed outwards in the regime of dominant TEM, while it is 
directed inwards in the regime of dominant ITG. This supports the hypothesis that 
different dominant instabilities could be at the basis of the different impurity 
behaviour observed in response to central electron or ion heating.  
 
[1] Puiatti M.E. et al. Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion 45 (2003) 2011-2024 
[2] Dux R. Et al Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion 45 (2003) 1815-1825 
[3] Fiore C.L et al. Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion 46 (2004) B281-B291  
[4] Kotschenreuther M, Rewoldt G, Tang WM Computer Phys. Comm. 88 (1995) 128. 

                                                 
* See annex of J. Pamela et al, "Overview of JET Results", Fusion Energy 2002 (Proc. 20th Int. Conf. 
Vilamoura, 2004), IAEA, Vienna (2004). 
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The effects of ripple-induced thermal ion transport on the performance of ELMy H-mode

plasmas have been found in a number of experiments [1,2]. A noticeable difference in plasma

performance, ELM frequency and amplitude between JET (with ripple amplitude δ∼0.1%)

and JT-60U (with δ∼1%) was found in otherwise identical discharges [1]. JT-60U plasma

generally has somewhat lower edge pressure with more frequent and small ELMs. It was

previously shown in JET experiments with enhanced ripple [2] that a gradual increase in the

ripple amplitude first leads to a modest improvement in plasma confinement, which is

followed by the degradation of edge pedestal and further transition to the L-mode regime if δ

increases further. Marginally better confinement has been recently reported by DIII-D Team

[3] in experiments with an edge transport enhancement due to the introduction of a stochastic

magnetic boundary in ELMy H-mode. The relative high impact of ripple or stochastisity

induced transport on H-mode plasma is attributed to its reliance on the edge transport barrier

as the main cause of improved confinement. Since transport in a narrow layer at the edge of

H-mode plasma is suppressed to a very low, neo-classical level, the effects of any additional

edge transport can be very discernible. Numerical predictive modelling of the dynamics of

ELMy H-mode JET plasma relevant to a JET/JT-60U similarity experiment [1] has been

conducted taking into account ripple-induced ion thermal transport with varying ripple

amplitude and spatial distribution. The result of this study shows that this additional transport

can have an impact on the severity of ELMs and confinement. If the ripple-induced transport

is very edge-localised, the ELM frequency increases, whereby the energy and particle losses

per ELM decrease, and there is a reduction in energy confinement. This mechanism can

prove to be an important tool for ELM mitigation and may provide an explanation to the

difference between JET and JT-60U observed in similarity experiment. An interesting result

is that ripple losses need not necessarily have a detrimental influence on plasma performance.

On the contrary, better overall confinement than in the absence of ripple can probably be

obtained by carefully choosing a suitable ripple amplitude profile. A wider perturbation

leads, in the simulations, to a reduced ELM frequency and somewhat improved overall

confinement, due to large edge losses resulting in an increase in the time needed to restore

edge pedestal. This goes in line with earlier results from JET [2]. Simultaneously a

comprehensive numerical study of thermal ion ripple losses with orbit following code

ASCOT has commenced [4]. The main emphasis of this study is to construct a reliable model

for ripple induced transport, which can be used in place of simplified analytical formulae [5].

This work was partly funded by Euratom and the UK EPSRC.

[1] G. Saibene et al., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 46 A195 (2004);

[2] B. Tubbing, Proc. 22 EPS Conf. on Contr. Fus. Plasma Phys. Vol. 19C, p. IV-001 (1995);

[3] T.E. Evans et al., Proc. 20th IAEA Fusion Energy Conference (2004);

[4] T. Kiviniemi et al., this Conference

[5] P.N. Yushmanov, Review of Plasma Physics, v. 16, New York, Consultants Bureau (1991).

                                                
a
 appendix of J.Pamela et al., Fusion Energy 2004 (Proc. 20th Int. Conf.,Vilamoura, 2004), IAEA, Vienna (2004).
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One of the remarkable features distinguishing complex (dusty) plasmas from usual 

plasmas is that charges on the grains are not constant, but fluctuate in time around some 

equilibrium value which, in turn, is some function of spatial coordinates. Generally, 

ensembles of particles with variable charges are non-Hamiltonian systems where the 

mutual collisions do not conserve energy. 

1

2

2

1

 

Fig. 1.  Mean kinetic energy of particles with (a) inhomogeneous and (b) fluctuating 

charges, as obtained from the MD simulations. The particle energy is plotted as 

function of time for different values of dimensionless (a) charge gradient |Q’n/Q|: (1) 

6·10-2 and (2) 10
-1

 and (b) charge dispersion <fQ
2
>

1/2
/|Q|: (1) 0.2 and (2) 0.3. 

 

Therefore, the use of thermodynamic potentials to describe such systems is not really 

valid. An appropriate way to investigate their evolution is to employ the kinetic 

approach. We studied (both analytically and numerically) two cases: (a) inhomogeneous 

charge – it depends on the particle coordinate but does not change in time, and (b) 

fluctuating charge – it changes in time around the equilibrium value, which is constant 

in space. For both cases we used the Fokker-Planck approach to derive the collision 

integral which describes the momentum and energy transfer in mutual particle collisions 

as well as in the collisions with neutrals. We obtained that the mean particle energy 

grows in time when the neutral friction is below a certain threshold (as shown in Fig. 1). 

In case (a) the energy changes as ¶(tcr-t)
-2

, in case (b) it scales as ¶(tcr-t)
-1

, exhibiting 

the explosion-like growth with tcr a critical time scale. The obtained solutions can be of 

significant importance for laboratory dusty plasmas as well as for space plasma 

environments, where inhomogeneous charge distributions are often present. For 

instance, the instability can cause dust heating in low-pressure complex plasma 

experiments, it can be responsible for the melting of plasma crystals, it might operate in 

protoplanetary disks and affect the kinetics of the planet formation, etc. 
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A dust void appears as a dust-free region where the plasma ionization rate 

(comparatively higher than that in a dust region due to strong plasma dissipation on dust 

particles) supports an outward ion flow exerting an outward ion drag force on the dust 

particles. The sharp dust-void boundary presents a new type of discontinuities in a dusty 

plasma where the dust density can change rapidly while the ion and electron densities as well 

as the dust charge are continuous. The observed boundaries are often stationary, with the 

established balance of forces acting on dust particles. 

Here, we investigate the dust void structures in the case when the ion diffusion on the 

neutral gas atoms plays an important role. We demonstrate that this dissipative process not 

only allows the existence of the dust voids (i.e., the absence of dust grains in the void region) 

but can create new types of discontinuities inside the dust structure.  

The results are obtained for a one-dimensional model, with planar geometry that is 

symmetric about the center of the void, by numerical investigation of the stationary force 

balance equations for the void structure. In the considered model, we numerically investigate 

the non-linear balance equations and obtain new results. Namely, we show that if the ion 

diffusion on neutral gas atoms is taken into account, the dust density has no discontinuity 

(according to the boundary conditions used) at the surface of the dust boundary; 

nevertheless, the ion diffusion process still creates sharp dust boundaries with complete 

absence of dust in the void region. It appears that not the dust density but the derivatives of 

various plasma parameters have discontinuities at the dust boundary. Note that in the 

presence of the ion diffusion the condition that the dust density is zero at the void boundary 

is automatically fulfilled when the boundary conditions are satisfied. We therefore loose the 

previous important condition that the dust density jump at the boundary is positive which 

was a crucial for the selection of those surfaces that can describe the dust voids from other 

non-physical surfaces satisfying the boundary conditions. Thus in order to construct the 

theory of dust voids in this case we also have to revise the main concepts and procedures of 

the theoretical study of the dust void formation. 
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Dusty plasma liquid represents a multiphase medium with screened Coulomb interaction 

between solid grains. Laminar flow of dusty plasma liquid caused by laser beam pressure has 

been earlier investigated by us. Measuring of flow velocity profile allowed estimating the 

internal friction due to interparticles’ reciprocal action. This profile, obtained 

experimentally, is trapeziform. However Navier-Stokes equation for approaches with 

cylindrical symmetry requires essentially different profiles. The distinctions present in 

central region of flow and near its edges as well. In the central region the flow is piston-like. 

Parabolic form of velocity profile meets Navier-Stokes equation. It should be mentioned that 

the use of Navier-Stokes equation for analysis of flow necessitates its vindication, for the 

equation itself is not suitable for parting momentum transfer by different ways and for 

unambiguous separating of viscosity caused by dusty component. In this paper we report 

about the study of momentum transfer in laminar flow of dusty plasma liquid. Criteria of 

applicability of Navier-Stokes equation for experimental data processing (for wide range of 

parameters) have been found. 

The size of domain with moving dust exceeds the diameter of region affected by external 

action. This indicates the existence of critical shear tension, bellow the value of which there 

is no flow. This fact is verified experimentally. Since the value of laser beam power is less 

than 10 mW it is observed no flow in dusty plasma liquid under conditions used. The facts 

mentioned above tell us about non-newtonian character of dusty plasma medium. Moreover, 

dusty plasma seems to be the Bingham body. In the report presented theoretical analysis of 

laminar flow in dusty plasma is shown within the scope of viscoplastic Bingham liquid 

approach:             0 0,z
rz rz

dv

dy
v o v v v? / - @  

00,rz rzv v v? > , 

where rzv  – shear component of tension tensor; 0o & shear viscosity coefficient; 0v & critical 

tangent tension. In the work it is shown that laminar flow velocity profile for dusty plasma 

medium is described rather well by this approach. The comparison of theoretical profile with 

experimental data allowed evaluating the parameters of the approach concerned.  
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Here, we numerically investigate various kinetic characteristics of micron-sized dust 

grains in plasmas of gas discharge. We consider two-temperature stationary and moving 

plasma. For the simulation we employ particle-in cell (PIC) method when a heavy 

macroparticle is placed in the center of the simulation box and Newton equations are solved 

for the system involving also plasma particles. We simulate the process of charging of grain 

absorbing all electrons and ions colliding with its surface and obtain kinetic characteristics of 

the transitional and stationary regimes. We investigate the statistical properties of the charge 

fluctuations and their time correlations, the ion drag force and force between grains. The 

resonance charge exchange collisions are included in our code. The simulations made for 

two-temperature plasmas of argon and neon with various pressure and  temperature of gas. 

The numerically obtained results allow us to analyze the kinetic characteristics of the 

charging process of a macroparticle in a plasmas as well as to model processes in laboratory 

experiments. The developed numerical method allows us to widely investigate the charging 

and behavior of dust particles for various conditions of a complex plasma. In particular, we 

obtain temporal characteristics of the particle charging as well as characteristics of the 

charge fluctuations as functions of the particle size and parameters of the plasma, for the 

cases of stationary and moving plasmas. These results are important for prediction of 

phenomena that could be observed in experiments. 
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The basic equilibrium conditions of an axisymmetric thin gaseous disk are well known 

[1]. The problem of formulating the equivalent conditions for a plasma disk where the electric 

and magnetic field configurations play an important role is, instead, considerably more 

complex. In particular, a characteristic set of coupled non-linear equations has to be identified 

and solved in physically relevant limits. For a gaseous disk, the vertical equilibrium condition 

can be separated from the radial condition, in the thin disk limit, and the vertical profile is 

determined once the temperature profile is prescribed. In the case of plasma disks, the vertical 

and the radial equilibrium conditions are intrinsically coupled when the toroidal current 

densities in the disk are significant.  

The frozen-in law condition, for rotating plasmas with large electrical conductivities, 

leads to find that the relevant magnetic surfaces can exhibit a “crystal” structure of the 

poloidal magnetic field that involves a sequence of pairs of oppositely directed toroidal 

current filaments and have nul points (of the poloidal magnetic field). The corresponding 

plasma pressure is modulated radially with a period of the order of the height of the disk. The 

theory is carried out in the limit where the plasma pressure exceeds the magnetic field 

pressure ( 1>β ) as this lends itself to a complete non-linear analytic treatment. In view of 

dealing with the case where 1~β , that is of special importance in order to treat disks from 

which jets can emerge, the appropriate equations are derived and their symmetries are pointed 

out. The considered equilibria are related to the axisymmetric ballooning modes [2,3] which 

can fit within thin accretion disks and are marginally stable. The considered “crystal” 

configurations may be sustained by a form of non-linear coupling with mode packets of 

“similar” normal modes, which would exist in a relatively long cylinder [4] and have a slow 

but finite growth rate. These configurations are regarded as the initial states from which 

tridimensional modes [2] can be excited in the regions where the poloidal magnetic field is 

minimal and produce considerable angular momentum transport in view of explaining the 

accretion rates of significant astrophysical objects. 

*Supported in part by the US Department of Energy. 
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[2] B. Coppi and P.S. Coppi, Phys.Rev. Lett. 87, 051101 (2001)  
[3] B. Coppi and E.A. Keyes, Ap. J. 595, 1000 (2003). 
[4] E.P. Velikhov, Soviet Phys. JETP 36, 995 (1959)  
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We show that, under very general conditions, cluster plasmas threaded by weak magnetic

fields are subject to very fast growing plasma instabilities. These instabilities may amplify

magnetic fields in clusters from seed strength of ∼ 10−18 G to dynamically important

strengths of ∼ 10 µG on cosmologically trivial time scales (∼ 108 yr). The instabilities

are driven by the anisotropies of the plasma pressure (viscous stress). Such an anisotropy

will naturally arise in any weakly magnetized plasma that has low collisionality and is

subject by stirring. This effect is captured by the extended MHD model with Braginskii

viscosity. However, the instability growth rates are proportional to the wavenumber down

to the ion gyroscale, so MHD equations with Braginskii viscosity are not well posed and

a fully kinetic description is necessary.
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Astrophysical jets are thought to be an integral part of accretion phenomena and are 

associated with a wide range of astrophysical objects, such as black holes, planetary 

nebulae and proto-stars. In magneto-rotational models of jet formation the stresses induced 

in the magnetic fields by the rotation of the accreting system accelerate and collimate some 

of the accreted plasma into a jet. We present resistive magneto-hydrodynamic simulations 

of magnetically launched, radiatively cooled laboratory jets which are produced using 

radial wire arrays driven on the MAGPIE pulsed power facility. These jets have 

dimensionless parameters, such as magnetic Reynolds number, Mach number and plasma 

beta, similar to astrophysical jets. The laboratory jets produced are embedded in a magnetic 

cavity and are part of a larger outflow comprising a confining plasma background. The 

three stages of the jet evolution are discussed. First, a thermally dominated plasma 

background is produced by the ablation of the wires. In the second stage, an expanding 

magnetic cavity is driven into the background medium by toroidal magnetic fields, which 

also confine a current-carrying jet on the axis of the “magnetic tower”. Finally, although 

MHD instabilities disrupt the jet and the magnetic cavity breaks up, a clumpy and well 

collimated, radiatively cooled jet still persists. Present and future experiments will also be 

discussed. 
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In many astrophysical plasmas such as the solar wind, the terrestrial magnetosphere, or in

the interstellar medium at small enough scales, collisions are negligible. When interested in the

large-scale dynamics, a hydrodynamic approach is advantageous not only because its numerical

simulations is easier than that of the full Vlasov-Maxwell equations, but also because it provides

a deeper understanding of cross-scale nonlinear couplings. It is thus of great interest to construct

fluid models that extend the classical magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations to collisionless

situations. Two ingredients need to be included in such a model to capture the main kinetic

effects: finite Larmor radius (FLR) corrections and Landau damping, the only fluid-particle

resonance that can affect large scales and can be modeled in a relatively simple way.

The modelization of Landau damping in a fluid formalism is hardly possible in the framework

of a systematic asymptotic expansion and was addressed mainly by means of parameter fitting

in a linearized setting [1]. We introduced a similar Landau fluid model [2], but that has the

advantage of taking dispersive effects into account. This model properly describes dispersive

MHD waves in quasi-parallel propagation. Since, by construction, the system correctly repro-

duces their linear dynamics, appropriate tests should address the nonlinear regime. In a first

case, we show analytically that the weakly nonlinear modulational dynamics of quasi-parallel

propagating Alfvén waves is well captured. As a second test we consider the parametric de-

cay instability of parallel Alfvén waves and show that numerical simulations of the dispersive

Landau fluid model [3] lead to results that closely match the outcome of hybrid simulations [4].
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A self-consistent formulation for the nonlinear interaction of electromagnetic waves with 

relativistic magnetized electrons is applied for the description of the ECRH. In general, 

electron-cyclotron absorption is the result of resonances between the cyclotron harmonics 

and the Doppler-shifted wave frequency. The resonant interaction results to an intense 

wave-particle energy exchange and an electron acceleration, and for that reason it is widely 

applied in fusion experiments for plasma heating and current drive. The linear theory, for 

the wave absorption, as well as the quasilinear theory for the electron distribution function, 

are the most frequently-used tools for the study of wave-particle interactions. However, in 

many cases the validity of these theories is violated, namely cases where nonlinear effects, 

like e.g. particle trapping in the wave field, are dominant in the particle phase-space. Our 

model consists of electrons streaming and gyrating in a tokamak plasma slab, which is 

finite in the directions perpendicular to the main magnetic field. The particles interact with 

an electromagnetic electron-cyclotron wave of the ordinary (O-) or the extraordinary (X-) 

mode. A set of nonlinear and relativistic equations is derived, which take into account the 

effects of the charged particle motions on the wave. These consist of the equations of 

motion for the plasma electrons in the slab, as well as the wave equation in terms of the 

vector potential. The effect of the electron motions on the temporal evolution of the wave is 

reflected in the current density source term.  
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The study of geomagnetic storms is a topic of great practicalinterest due to its effects on

everyday’s life. Originating from the sun, these storms result from high energy ions that couple

to the earth’s magnetosphere and are sometimes responsiblefor damaging satellites, interrupting

radio communications and even causing power surges on some extreme occasions.

Coronal mass ejections (CME’s) are large scale solar eventsconsisting of massive quantities

of over-dense hot plasma (∼ 1016g of plasma in the temperature range of∼ 4MK) that is ejected

from the sun’s streamer belt in a region known as the corona[1, 2].

CME’s can travel at speeds up to 1000km/s interacting with the slower solar wind and caus-

ing the large scale formation of highly energetic ions due towave particle interactions in the

shock front. The actual acceleration mechanisms of the energetic ions are still under strong

debate.

In this paper the acceleration processes of solar energeticparticle events due to CMEs are

investigated. A 3D hybrid particle code calleddHybrid[3] is used to simulate the corona envi-

ronment. IndHybrid, the ions are assumed kinetic and the electrons are treated as a neutralizing

massless fluid.

An arbitrary number of particle species can be initialized in the simulation box, along with an

arbitrary external magnetic field allowing a suitable configuration for this kind of studies. The

code can also solve the MHD set of equations allowing for comparison between the models.

Initial conditions are set in accordance with MHD models of the corona widely described in

the literature[2, 4]. The simulation reveals the presence of shock like structures, being the source

of SEPs. Analysis of the acceleration of ions in the shocks isexamined. A detailed comparison

between MHD results and hybrid simulation results is also presented.
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High frequency magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) activity in tokamak plasmas is driven
by energetic ion populations. The time evolution of this MHD behaviour, notably fre-
quency splitting, provides insights into the changing properties of both the energetic
particle population and the ambient plasma. To extract this information, it is neces-
sary to model the self-consistent nonlinear interaction of the energetic particles with
the MHD modes, incorporating energetic particle resonance and background damping.
Here we report new results on frequency splitting, obtained using a fully nonlinear nu-
merical implementation [R. G. L. Vann et al., Phys. Plasmas 10, 623 (2003)] of the
Berk-Breizman augmentation of the Vlasov-Maxwell system (hereafter “VM(BB)”);
this model self-consistently evolves the fields with the energetic particle velocity distri-
bution.

Figure 1: Transformed power spectrum of
JET shot 40332

Figure 2: Power spectrum of simulation
wave field

First, the frequency splitting data for ICRH driven TAEs in JET pulse 40332 [A. Fasoli
et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 25 (1998)] are transformed at each time step to compensate
for slow frequency sweeping (Fig. 1). The Fourier transform of this data then yields
clear evidence for a sharply defined frequency splitting bifurcation. Such transitions
are then shown to arise naturally from the fully nonlinear VM(BB) system, in response
to slow monotonic evolution of the model parameter that characterises the energetic
particle drive, with fixed wave damping (see Fig. 2). This is in contrast to frequency
sweeping in the VM(BB) system, which has recently been shown to occur for constant
parameter values [R. G. L. Vann et al., Phys. Plasmas 12, accepted (2005)]. The
key physics underlying the bifurcation sequence is determined by the extent to which
energetic particles are captured by, trapped in, and released from the potential well of
the excited mode.

This work was funded by Euratom and the United Kingdom Engineering and Physical Sciences

Research Council.
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In the framework of the Laboratory Astrophysics, we present new radiative shocks experi-

ments performed using the LULI2000 facility. A strong shock is driven in a layered piston (CH-

Ti-CH) accelerating into a gas cell (∼ 60km/s) filled with Xenon at low pressure (0.1−0.3bar)

and produces a radiative supercritical shock [1, 4].

A laser beam (8ns−532nm) probes the Xenon gas in the transverse direction and is injected

into a VISAR ad on two optical framing cameras. These diagnostics allow to determine electron

density variation, to measure both precursor and shock velocities along the shock propagation

[3, 2] as well as the 2D shape of the shock.

On rear side, the light emitted from the shocked Xenon is imaged onto the slit of a streak

camera. An absolute calibration of the optical system allows to determine the brightness tem-

perature [4]. Data were obtained for different laser intensities and gas pressures. Two VISARs

on rear side allowed an accurate measurement of the shock conditions in the pusher up to the

breakout in the Xenon.

Comparisons with 1D (MULTI) and 2D (DUED) radiative hydrodynamic codes will be pre-

sented for measured quantities (shock velocity, shape, radial expansion, and temperature as well

as precursor velocity and precursor electron density).
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We report on acceleration of thin foils by the pressure of foam matter heated by a

400 ps pulse iodine laser system PALS. The laser beam interaction with low density

foam is investigated here, both experimentally and theoretically. Light element foams as

well  as  foams  containing  addition  of  medium  Z  element  {Cl,  Cu,  Sn) are  used.

Comparison of foams with various pore size, structure and average density is carried

out. Laser pulses of first and third harmonics in range from 100 J to 600 J are focused

normally on the foam layer. Laser intensities in range 1013 up to 1016 W/cm2 are achieved

by varying the focal spot size.

X-ray streak camera is used for evaluation of the speed of energy transfer though the

porous foam material. Fast penetration of laser radiation through subcritical foams with

small pores is revealed. Shock wave breakthrough onto the rear side of the target is

detected via optical self-emission by optical streak camera. The dependence of the shock

wave delay on the rear side on foam and laser parameters is observed. Three-frame

optical shadowgraphy is employed simultaneously for measurement of the acceleration

of  thin  foil  at  the  target’s  rear  side.  Experimental  results are  compared  with  our

two-dimensional hydrodynamics simulations and with an approximate analytical model.
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Implosion Symmetry of Laser-Irradiated Cylindrical Targets
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E. T. S. I. Aeronáuticos, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid

Experiments with laser-irradiated cylindrical targets allow to study the basic physics of the

implosion process of inertial fusion capsules. Differentlyto spherically symmetric ignition tar-

get, the cylindrical configuration offers the possibility to observe directly the implosion (sym-

metry, Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, ... ) with diagnosticslooking along the axial direction.

We consider D2 filled hollow (CH2)n cylinders irradiated with 50 kJ of laser energy. We

study the symmetry issues by performing 2D numerical simulations with the code MULTI [1,

2, 3] in both, the transversal and longitudinal sections of the target. The effect of realistic laser

irradiation (number of beams, transversal profile, beam width, focus position) in the final shape

of the compressed core has been determined. High compression, in the range of 6-10 g cm
� 3,

can be reached with the optimum illumination setting.

The radiation transport plays an important role at the end ofimplosion. At that moment,

the D2 plasma reaches a temperature of about 1.3 keV. A divergent thermal wave is formed

in the ablator material surrounding the compressed core, lowering its density. This phenomena

modifies the stability of the internalD2-ablator interface.

Longitudinal 2D simulations (containing the cylinder axis) allow to determine and optimize

the longitudinal uniformity (in space and time) of the column of compressedD2. This is crucial

for planning the diagnostics and the interpretation of experimental results.
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In inertially confined fusion (ICF), high densities are required to obtain high gains. In Fast

Ignition, a high density, low temperature plasma can be obtained during the compression. If

the final temperature reached is low enough, the electrons of the plasma can be degenerate. In

degenerate plasmas, Bremsstrahlung emission is strongly suppressed and ignition temperature

becomes lower than in classical plasmas, which offers a new design window for ICF. The

main difficulty of degenerate plasmas is the compression energy needed for high densities.

Besides that, the low specific heat of degenerate electrons (as compared to classical values) is

also a problem because of the rapid heating of the plasma.

Fluid dynamic evolution of supernovae remnants is a very interesting problem in order to

predict the thermodynamical conditions achieved in their collision regions. Those conditions

have a strong influence in the emission of light and therefore the detection of such events. A

laboratory scale system has been designed reproducing the fluid dynamic field in high energy

experiments. The evolution of the laboratory system has been calculated with ARWEN code,

2D Radiation CFD that works with Adaptive Mesh Refinement. Results are compared with

simulations on the original system obtained with a 3D SPH astrophysical code. New

phenomena at the collision plane and scaling of the laboratory magnitudes will be described.

Atomic physics for high density plasmas has been studied with participation in experiments

to obtain laser produced high density plasmas under NLTE conditions, carried out at LULI. A

code, ATOM3R, has been developed which solves rate equations for optically thin plasmas

as well as for homogeneous optically thick plasmas making use of escape factors. New

improvements in ATOM3R are been done to calculate level populations and opacities for non

homogeneous thick plasmas in NLTE, with emphasis in He and H lines for high density

plasma diagnosis. Analytical expressions have been fixed by cross-comparison of

computational results and experiments to be used on-line in fluid dynamics codes.
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The nonlinear interaction between the electron-positron pairs produced by an elec-

tromagnetic wave in plasma and the wave leads to damping of the wave, frequency

upshift, change of polarization and particle acceleration.

Here, we consider the process of e+e� pair production in a cold collisionless

plasma by an EM �eld of a circularly polarized wave which is an actual solution

of the Maxwell equations as well as the backreaction of the produced pairs on the

background �eld [1]. In doing so we use the relativistic kinetic Vlasov equation,

with a source term based on the Schwinger formula for the pair creation rate.

We recall that methods for reaching in a plasma the critical intensity [2], ISch =

4:6� 1029 W/cm2, which corresponds, for a laser pulse with wavelength � 1�m, to

an electric �eld equal to the critical Schwinger �eld ESch = 1:32� 1016 V/cm, with

presently available systems have been proposed recently [3].

[1] S.S. Bulanov, A.M. Fedotov, F. Pegoraro, Phys. Rev. E, 71, 016404 (2005).

[2] J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 82, 664 (1951).

[3] S.V. Bulanov, T.Zh. Esirkepov, T. Tajima, Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 085001

(2003).
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Generation of ultra-intense laser pulses is very important for a number of scientific 

and technical applications, such as the fast ignition (FI) scheme for in the inertial confinement 

fusion (ICF), the plasma accelerators, etc. The chirped pulse amplification is the actual 

technique to reach maximum peak power at a given energy. The pulse energy is then limited 

by the thermal damage of compression gratings, which for multi-kJ applications have to be 

very large and extremely expensive. There is another idea, which is based on non-linear pulse 

energy conversion. It does not require the pulse stretching or compression but considers the 

stimulated Brillouin and/or Raman scattering (SBS/SRS) in plasma. The use of plasma 

releases the problem of thermal and optical damage of the active media, but requires an 

efficient control of the dynamics of the stimulated scattering.  

We develop a model of a pulsating regime of the backward SBS at high laser 

intensities. This regime corresponds to the strong coupling between the scattered and ion 

acoustic wave and allows one to consider the pulse durations shorter than the ion acoustic 

wave period. The results of the theoretical model are compared with the 2D electromagnetic 

paraxial code and the full PIC 1D code.  

We explore the optimal conditions for generating ultrahigh laser peak power. By using 

a gas jet or exploding foil plasma of 10% of the critical density, one may expect to achieve an 

efficient compression of a 1 ns 40 KJ laser pulse down to a few ps at the length of a few mm. 

We will present the analysis how the plasma density and flow velocity, the noise level and the 

profile of the Stokes prepulse affect the pulse compression characteristics and the conversion 

efficiency.  
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 Stimulated Raman (SRS) and Brillouin (SBS) scattering instabilities are expected to 

reach significant levels in the long and homogeneous plasmas that will be produced with the 

future Laser MégaJoule (LMJ) and National Ignition Facility (NIF) laser facilities. We have 

performed an experiment as to measure modifications of SRS and SBS growths when an 

externally imposed modulation of the density profile is applied along the laser propagation 

axis. Density perturbations can affect the SRS and SBS development in many ways: (i) they 

break the plasma homogeneity and consequently reduce the effective length available for 

amplification, (ii) they can couple to the stimulated electron plasma waves (EPW) and ion 

acoustic waves (IAW) and (iii) if they affect the overall shape of the density profile, they can 

destabilize the instabilities and change their growth’s mode. 

 The experiment was performed using the LULI six beams facility in the nanosecond 

regime. Three beams were used to create and preheat the plasma from an exploding CH foil. 

The resulting density profile is parabolic with a typical scale length of 700 µm. The 

interaction is studied with a fourth beam at fundamental wavelength (1.053 µm, y0). This 

beam was either a diffraction limited hot-spot or a large focal spot resulting from random 

phase plate smoothing. In these plasmas, the SRS and SBS activities are maximum in the 

linear part of the density profile localized in the front of the plasma, towards the incident 

laser. The fifth beam was used as a 3y0 Thomson probe. The density perturbation was 

induced by the ponderomotive force of the last beam (2y0, synchronized with the interaction 

beam) which was either at best focus in the plasma or defocused with an intensity modulated 

with a set of beamsplitters creating a small scale (~6µm) sinusoidal modulation of the density 

profile. 

 The applied density modulations significantly modify the SRS and SBS activities, 

details in the observed effects depending on the interaction beam irradiation conditions. 
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Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is a parametric instability which can reduce 

the efficiency of the coupling between the laser beams and the fusion target by throwing the 

laser light outside the target. SBS is a three wave interaction in which the incident 

electromagnetic wave decays into an ion acoustic wave and a scattered light wave. An 

important issue for inertial fusion experiments is the level of saturation of this instability. It 

is very difficult to predict as it is mainly controlled by non linear processes which are 

difficult to model. From the experimental point of view, the results strongly depend on the 

interaction conditions and the LMJ conditions have not been tested yet. 

 

Most of the previous evaluations of the saturation level of SBS were based on time 

and space-integrated reflectivity measurements. We demonstrate in new experiments that 

time and space-resolved measurements can produce much higher reflectivities than the 

average. These results were obtained with the six-beam LULI laser facility in which we 

have studied the interaction of a 1.053 µm beam with a preformed plasma. Two-

dimensional gated optical images of the backward SBS areas were obtained and compared 

with the laser intensity distribution at the same plane inside the plasma. Space and time-

resolved reflectivities as high as 70% were observed. The increase of SBS with laser 

intensity was correlated with an increase of the emission area.  

 

In the saturated regime of the reflectivity as a function of laser intensity, secondary 

ion acoustic waves produced by the decay of the primary ion acoustic waves were observed 

using Thomson scattering. This demonstrates for the first time the participation of this 

process in the saturation of SBS 
1
.  

 

Interpretation of these results was done using the code HarmoNHY. The 

propagation of an RPP beam and of a single hot spot were calculated and stimulated 

Brillouin backscattering was evaluated with diagnostics similar to those used in the 

experiment.   

 

 

 
1 H. Bandulet, C. Labaune, K. Lewis, S. Depierreux, Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 035002 (2004). 
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